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Abstract - The paper describes an authentication
framework for UMTS, achieving flexible introduction
of new authentication mechanisms. A demonstrator
has been build with a multi-application smartcard,
enabling migration from GSM to UMTS. The
demonstrator uses a public key based mechanism.

I. INTRODUCTION

Currently, work is under way within ETSI to define a
third generation mobile telecommunications system,
known as the Universal Mobile Telecommunications
System (UMTS), to be introduced in the early years of the
21st century. The main objective of UMTS is to offer a
plethora of advanced mobile telecommunication services
via a variety of public and private network operators in
both outdoor and indoor environments. To allow a cost-
effective introduction of UMTS, migration/evolution
scenarios have been defined within ETSI, aiming at a
smooth introduction of the new services and systems,
starting from existing contemporary mobile and fixed
telecommunication systems.[1]

The need for enhanced security features in UMTS, has led
to the definition of specific security objectives. These
objectives have been translated into security requirements,
resulting in a classification of security features [2].
Mechanisms to realise the UMTS security features are
currently under development. Secret key-based
mechanisms, as well as public key-based mechanisms
have been proposed for UMTS, providing mutual
authentication, cipher key agreement for confidentiality,
anonymity and non-repudiation.

To enable migration from GSM to UMTS a multi-
application card is defined, containing a GSM SIM
application and a preliminary UMTS UIM application. To
achieve flexible introduction of new authentication
mechanisms and algorithms, a framework for
authentication has been introduced,  with the ability to
migrate smoothly from one mechanism to another.

In order to facilitate roaming in a network with a large
number of Network Operators and Service Providers, it
might be desirable (or even necessary) for roaming

agreements to be set-up dynamically, as and when they
are required.

A demonstrator, on a PC base, has been developed,
demonstrating the authentication framework with a
proposed public key and secret key based authentication
mechanism for UMTS. At the user’s side a smart card is
available, providing the authentication functionality. The
demonstrator will show the feasibility of a
multiapplication card for GSM and UMTS. The card will
contain both a GSM SIM application and a preliminary
UMTS application. Various problems arise in supporting
multiple applications on a single card : application
selection, independence of application. A careful
approach is required to ensure both adequate security and
sufficient interoperability. The functionality of the
terminal is put on a PC. At the network’s side an
Authentication centre (AC) has been developed. This AC
can function in a visited network (with the NO) or in a
home network (with the SP). The procedures for
automatic roaming agreement are not demonstrated.

In a second demonstrator, the authentication framework
will be demonstrated in an experimental UMTS
environment with real users. It is our goal to connect the
developed Authentication centre to a SCP (Service control
point), by February 1998.

The chosen validation criteria for the evaluation of the
demonstrated procedures are presented.

This demonstrator has been developed in the ACTS
project AC095, ASPeCT (Advanced security for Personal
communications Technologies).

II. UMTS SECURITY MECHANISMS

In the following sections the currently discussed
authentication framework for UMTS is presented,
together with one of the proposed authentication
mechanisms. The mechanism is based on public key
crypto systems.

The interface to the UMTS UIM is described in detail.



A. The Authentication framework

The principle objective of the Authentication Framework
[3] is to provide a flexible procedure for user-network
authentication allowing a number of different
mechanisms and algorithms to be incorporated, with the
ability to migrate smoothly from one mechanism to
another. This framework allows the authentication
capabilities of SIMs, network operators (NOs) and service
providers (SPs) to be taken into consideration for the
selection of the mechanism to be used. A list of capability
classes (including the  mechanisms supported) will need
to be maintained so that different entities (SIMs, NOs,
SPs and TTPs) can permit the negotiation of the
mechanisms to be used.

In order to facilitate roaming in a network with a large
number of NOs and SPs, it might be desirable (or even
necessary) for roaming agreements to be set-up
dynamically, as and when they are required. In practice,
the roaming agreement would be first requested as a result
of an initial authentication request sent by the
user/terminal to a network visited for the first time. A
prerequisite of this procedure is that the SP and NO
wishing to establish the agreement have authenticated
each other.

NO-SP authentication will be carried out using a globally
agreed mechanism in order to ensure that NOs and SPs
world-wide have the capability to authenticate each other.
Unlike the user-network authentication mechanism,

flexibility to change mechanisms is not considered to be a
crucial factor. Apart from being a prerequisite to a
roaming agreement, NO-SP authentication will permit the
SP to delegate user-network authentication to the NO.
The SP would send authentication data to the NO in
advance, permitting the NO to carry out authentication on
behalf of the SP.

It should be noted that the identity of the User is not
released until the stage of user-network authentication.
The rationale for this is that the identity of the User is
immaterial until the stage of authentication is reached; it
is only the identity of the Service Provider which is
required up until the stage of authentication. Note also
that the identity of the User is never necessarily required
by the Network Operator, hence temporary identities are
used to provide party anonymity of the User towards the
Network Operator.

A further characteristic of the Authentication Framework
is the use of an authentication Capability Class, which
acts to identify the particular authentication mechanisms
which are supported by the UIM of a User. Each
respective authentication mechanism is identified by an
unique identifier. The rationale for this is that visited
Network Operators may immediately identify whether
they can support a particular Capability Class; unknown
authentication mechanisms would be defined by the
respective Service Provider upon request from the
Network Operator.
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Figure 1.Operational scenario for ‘User not registered, a roaming agreement exists’



1. Operational Scenario

As an example the operational scenario (described in [3],
but here some enhancements are included) is described
where a user, not registered in the network, initiates
authentication and a roaming agreement exists between
the Network and the user’s service provider.

The user sends an initial message to a NO - this will
include the user’s service provider, authentication
capability class, but not his identity nor his temporary
identity. The NO does have a roaming agreement with the
SP and checks if the authentication Capability Class of
the User is known. If it is known, the Network operator
compares the associated authentication mechanisms with
its own supported authentication mechanisms. If it is not
known, the Network Operator sends the user’s
authentication capability class to his SP. The SP will
respond by providing the NO with the authentication
capabilities of that particular authentication capability
class - this will include the authentication mechanisms
the user is capable of handling. The NO will then choose
an authentication mechanism, from those of the User’s
Capability Class, which is both supported by the Network
Operator and by the User’s UIM. The NO then sends the
identity of the prescribed mechanism to the user. The
authentication mechanism for new registrations involving
the SP, NO and user is initiated. Note, however, that the
SP may choose to delegate the actual authentication to a
Certification Authority (CA).

B. Public key Authentication
mechanism

The Siemens protocol is a public key based authentication
mechanism defined by Siemens AG and submitted to
ETSI for standardisation [5] . There exist three versions
of the protocols. In the following sections only one
version is described, the version allowing authentication
of a user to a network, without the need that they share
certificates of each other. This version is applied when
‘New Registration’ of a user in a network occurs. [4].

The goals of the protocol are the following:

• mutual explicit entity authentication of User and
Network operator

• agreement between the user and the Network operator
on a shared secret key KS with mutual implicit key
authentication

• mutual key confirmation of the User and the Network
operator

• mutual assurance of key freshness

• non-repudiation by the User of data sent by the User to
the Network operator and vice versa

• confidentiality of the identity IMUI of the User on the
air interface

• exchange of certified public keys between U and N

The data used within the protocol:

AUTHN : This value is calculated to authenticate the
network operator (NO) to the user .

CertN : This is a valid certificate, issued by a certification
authority CA, on a public key of the asymmetric signature
system of the NO. It is available at the NO.

CertU : This is a valid certificate, issued by a certification
authority CA, on a public key of the asymmetric signature
system of the user. It is available at the user.

data1, data2 : Those are optional data fields, to illustrate
the non-repudiation feature.

idca : : This is the identity of the Certification Authority.

idn : This is the identity of the NO.

KS : This is the session key .

g : generator g, known by the user, NO and SP, g is a
generator of a finite group G with modulo p (p is a prime)
in which the Discrete Logarithm Problem is hard .

s : This is the secret key agreement key for the NO. It is
linked with gs (the public key agreement key).

gs : This is the public key agreement key of the NO.

IMUI : This is the International Mobile User Identity,
uniquely identifying the mobile user.

PK_U : This is the public key of the user used to verify
signatures from the user.

RNDU : This is random number generated by the user.

The algorithms used within the protocol:

h1 : This is a one way function. It is used to calculate the
session key:

KS = h1((gRNDU)s || RNDN)

h2 : This is a hash function and used to calculate AUTHN.

AUTHN = h2 (KS)

h3 : This is a hash function and used to calculate a hash
value before signature calculation

Sigu : This is a secret signature transformation owned by
the user.



Veru : This is a verification algorithm corresponding the
signature algorithm. This algorithm needs the public key
(PK_U in this case) as input.

Enc: This is a symmetric encryption algorithm.
Enc(K,data) means that data is encrypted with key K.

Dec: This is a symmetric decryption algorithm. It
corresponds Enc().

The following list is required (by user and/or NO):

• the user needs the idno ;

• both the user and NO possess the generator g;
• the NO has secret and public key agreement keys s
and gs ;
• the NO has a valid certificate CertN;
• the user has a signature transformation Sigu ;
• the user has a valid certificate CertU;

The message flow corresponding to the authentication
protocol:

The certificate server is not interrogated on-line during
this version of the protocol.

C. The UMTS UIM

Until now, the discussion of the authentication
mechanisms (in particular the Siemens protocol) has been
concentrated on messages exchanged between logical
entities: the user, the network operator and the service
provider. This is not sufficient to describe the interface
between a UMTS mobile terminal and a UMTS UIM. The
message flow across that interface is different for at least
three reasons:

• the communication structure is fixed: the mobile
terminal sends a card command to the UIM (together
with some data) and gets data back (card response).

• the UIM cannot initiate a communication: this is not
envisaged for the UMTS. For example, a framework
like the SIM Toolkit in GSM does not yet exist.

• the message length is limited to 255 bytes. Longer
messages can only be sent with some chaining
mechanism.

The aim of this section is to give an introduction into the
design process for UIM card commands - how to map the
message flow across the user / network operator interface
as described before to some functionality of security
related card commands necessary to support that message
flow.
During authentication set-up, the network operator sends
a message called InitAuthRqt to the user’s service
provider in case of a new registration. The content of this
message is the authentication capability class of the user
and the identity of its service provider. Because the user is
not yet known to the network, it is up to the UMTS
mobile terminal to read out this information from the
UIM plugged into it. The first two card commands issued
are therefore:

• ReadBinary( File_ID[EFSPID] )

• ReadBinary( File_ID[EFACCL] )



The elementary files EFACCL and EFSPID store the
respective data and are integrated into a directory DFUMTS.

The service provider informs the network operator about
the user’s authentication capabilities. Based on this
information, the network operator makes a choice among
a list  of mechanisms supported by the UIM and sets that
mechanism for the rest of the current session with the
card command

• SetAuthMechanism( AuthMechID)

The UIM responds with Yes or No depending on the
network operator’s choice.

In case of the Siemens protocol, it is necessary that the
network knows which certification authorities are
supported by the UIM:

• which CA issued the certificate on the user’s public
key agreement and signature verification key ?

• which CA is accepted by the UIM - can the UIM
verify certificates issued by a particular CA ?

In general, it may be possible that the UIM splits this
information and stores it in different files. For the rest of
this section, we assume that one CA satisfies both
purposes. The next card command issued by the mobile
terminal is therefore:

• IdCA = ReadBinary( File_ID[EFCA] )

An elliptic curve and some rational point g on it which
defines a cyclic group over that curve acceptable for
cryptographic purposes, are defined in advance. The UIM
can compute powers of g for any random integral
exponent. This is the next step in the Siemens protocol
and achieved by the card command

• P = GetChallenge( )

The UIM computes a random number RND and sends
gRND back as the response data for GetChallenge.

The mobile terminal sends the identity of the CA and the
cahllenge P transparently to the network operator which
looks for a certificate on its public key agreement key
issued by that particular CA. If the NO can provide such a
certificate, it sends it to the mobile terminal which stores
it in some file EFCertN and verifies its validity:

• Status = VerifyCertificate( File_ID[EFCertN] )

The status value is either Yes or No depending on a
positive verification of the appended signature on it by the
UIM.

With the received challenge and its private key agreement
key, the network can compute a session key KS shared

with the UIM and an authentication token AUTHN which
is a hash code of the session key:

• AUTHN = MutualAuthenticate( M )

This card command uses the message M sent by the
network to the mobile terminal as a response to the
challenge P:

M = RNDN || AUTHN || Enc(KS,data1)

The AUTH token computed by the UIM covers

Enc(KS,Sig(KS,data1)) || Enc(KS,CertU)

according to the protocol. This is unfortunately not
immediately possible because of the length restriction for
the card’s response. The encrypted user certificate is
therefore read out with a second card command which is
the last one for the Siemens protocol:

• EncryptedCertificate = ReadCertificate( )

It may look surprising at first sight how the whole
protocol changes by breaking down the message flow
across a different interface. But this also shows that
design of card commands is different from defining
messages flowing across a network.

III. DESCRIPTION OF THE DEMONSTRATOR

The demonstrator has been developed within the ACTS
project ASPeCT (Advanced security for Personal
Communications technologies and services). The aim of
the demonstrator is to show a migratory path for security
features. After a study in depth on the migration problem,
a multi-application card for GSM and UMTS is proposed
as the migratory path to introduce new and enhanced
security features. The UMTS authentication framework is
implemented in combination with a public key based
authentication mechanism (see section 2.2). A version of
the demonstration without smart card is also available for
a secret key based authentication mechanism.

A. Overview

Within the demo, three logical entities (roles) are
involved:
• The User: he is authorised by a subscriber to make use

of the telecommunication services, the subscriber
subscribed to by the service provider.

• The network operator: provides the network
capabilities necessary for the support of the services or
set of services offered to the users.

• Service Provider : has overall responsibility for the
provision of a service or set of services to users
associated with a subscription and for negotiating the



network capabilities associated with that service or set
of services with network operators.

These roles have been mapped upon the following
physical architecture:

User terminal

Mobile  user

UIMMG Card
Reader

Service ProviderNetwork Operator

D
escription of the demonstrated features:

New registration, roaming agreement exists:

The user is not registered with the NO, the NO and user’s
SP do have a roaming agreement. The NO has no security
related data for the user.

The user wants to register and sends a registration request
to the network. The network recognises that it has a
roaming agreement for the user’s service provider. The
NO will receive the authentication capabilities from the
registered user by the SP. An authentication mechanism
will be negotiated and executed between the NO and the
user.

Authentication of registered user:

The user is registered with the NO, the NO has security
related data for the user.

The NO or the user can initiate the authentication by
sending the appropriate message. The NO has all
necessary data of the user, it has a roaming agreement
with the SP and knows the users authentication
capabilities. An authentication mechanism will be
executed between the NO and the user.

The authentication mechanism implemented on the smart
card (UIM) and in the network is the one described in
section 2.2.

B. Selection of algorithms

The algorithms chosen for the mechanism described in
section 2.2 are:

h1, h2, h3 : RIPEMD-128

Sigu, Veru : AMV signature, based on elliptic curves, .

Enc, Dec: DES-CBC

finite group G : elliptic curve, one point is represented by
40 bits.

C. The UIM realisation

The UIM implemented for the demonstration supports
both the GSM and the UMTS. It will be a multifunctional
smart card with at least two applications on it. For the
demonstration, the UIM supports the SIM functionality as
specified for GSM Phase 2 and the security functionality
defined by the Siemens authentication protocol.

From an observer’s point of view, the UIM can be used as
a GSM SIM by setting up a phone call with a GSM
handset that supports standard features. This shows that
the card is compatible with the GSM Phase 2
functionality according to the most recent version of the
GSM 11.11 specification.

The UIM functionality is demonstrated by plugging the
smart card into an intelligent card reader that
communicates with a PC that simulates the UMTS
network. The access to the security functionality is
controlled by the mobile terminal implementation in that
PC.

It will also be possible to directly access data stored in the
UIM that is not security relevant with the card reader’s
display and keyboard. This does not touch the message
flow between PC and UIM and allows a convenient
interface to user data stored in it.

D. The Network realisation

The demonstrator we have to build for the ASPeCT
project consists of several entities exchanging messages to
each other. Each entity acts like a finite state machine. It
receives an event ( a communication message over
TCP/IP, serial link or message queue or a user message
from the Graphical User Interface ) and responses to that
event by taking some actions like calculating an algorithm
and sending a message. Both communication between
entities in the same application ( via a message queue ) as
well as communication between entities in different
applications ( via TCP/IP ) are possible.

It was agreed between the ASPeCT partners to use the
ACRYL library from Siemens ZT IK 3 for the provision
of basic cryptographic functions. Following functions are
provided by ACRYL, which stands for Advanced
CRYptographic Library :

• Random number generation based on DES-
OFB and triple DES-OFB

• Hash functions RIPEMD-128 and RIPEMD-
160

• RSA signature generation and verification



• AMV signature generation and verification
based on an elliptic curve over GF(p)

• Encryption with DES-CBC and triple DES-
CBC

• Exponentiation in GF(p)

• Exponentiation in an elliptic curve over GF(p)

• Key generation for RSA, DES and elliptic
curves

E. Evaluation of the demonstrator

The demonstrated mechanism has been compared for
resource use, with the GSM mechanism. Three critical
resources can be considered: data to be saved in the
entities, data transmitted over the air, processing capacity.

Data to be saved in the entities:

Home network: In GSM for each subscriber the Ki (16
bytes) has to be securly saved in the AC. In addition more
space is occupied with precalculated triplets (28 bytes
each).

The UMTS public key mechanism requires no keys to be
saved in the Home network.

Visiting network: In GSM 5 triplets (140 bytes) are saved
for each subscriber roaming in the network.

The UMTS public key mechanism requires 112 bytes to
be saved, network specific ( the networks key set and the
public key of the CA). In addition for each subscriber
roaming in the network the public key (48 bytes) has to be
saved.

The smartcard: For GSM only the Ki (16 bytes) had to be
saved.

For UMTS 112 bytes (the users key set and the public key
of the CA) have to be saved. When the user is registered
the public key of the network (48 bytes) has to be saved
additionally.

Data transmitted over the air:

From the network to the MS : In GSM only a random
number (16 bytes) is sent from the Network to the MS.

For UMTS an authentication of a new user requires 166
bytes (a random, a authentication response and a
certificate) to be sent. An authentication of a known user
requires 32 bytes (random and authentication response).

From the MS to the Network: In GSM only an
authentication response (SRES, 4 bytes) is sent

For UMTS an authentication of a new user requires 236
bytes (a key agreement value, a signature and a

certificate) to be sent. An authentication of a known user
requires 96 bytes (key agreement value and a signature).

Processing capacity:

Visiting network: measurements were done on the demo
architecture, using INTEL 486 33,4 Mhz - Pcs.

The user’s sides ( smartcard) : most of the time necessary
for the protocol is spent by the processing of the user’s
smartcard (first prototype). Further development is done
to increase the processing power of the smartcard.

The total authentication process takes several seconds in
the current demonstration.

Considered enhancements:

Visiting network: the cryptographic library will be
replaced by a newer (faster) version.

In addition the GUI can be optimised to make it more
visible for the users.

The  smartcard : biometric user authentication will be
integrated, as a replacement for PIN based access control
mechanisms.

As a major result of an enhancement process, memory
trade-offs on the smart card should be identified.

IV. TRIAL

The described demonstration will be integrated on an
experimental UMTS platform provided by EXODUS.

Authentication is done via INAP, with the operation
Authentication-req, which is reused several times.
Interogation of the service provider is realised via the
INAP operation HandleInformationRequest, between 2
SCPs.

The final configuration is:
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V. CONCLUSION

The restrictions of the used environment, being just a
prototype of some entities, composing a real network,
restrict the value of the made measurements.

However it gives a first indication on the impact and
feasibility of having multi-application cards and
authentication based on public key mechanisms.

The demonstrator is a good basis for the realisation of the
authentication mechanism in an UMTS experimental
environment. By the end of February 1998 this
demonstrator will be ported and enhanced on the trial
network of the ACTS EXODUS network.
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VII. ABBREVIATIONS

AC Authentication Centre

ACTS Advanced communications
technologies and services

AMV the Agnew-Mullin-Vanstone
equation

ASPeCT Advanced security for Personal
Communications Technologies

CA Certification Authority

ETR ETSI technical report

ETSI European telecommunications
standards institute

FSM Finite State Machine

GSM Global system for mobile
communications

NO Network operator

SIM Subscriber Identification module

SP Service Provider

UIM user identity module

UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunication
System


